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Philips Pronto Remote Control File Area
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Find remotes at:
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Acoustic Research Xsight Touch ARRX18G
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Sony PlayStation 3 Advanced Control Roundup
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Pinnacle PCTV HD Pro Stick HDTV Tuner
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Universal Remote Control Inc. Digital R50
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Before you continue!
This file area has been replaced with a newer one! As of 2011, this section is no longer being updated, and some files may show as unavailable. For free access to all of these downloads and many newer ones, visit our NEW file area at: http://files.remotecentral.com


You are currently browsing through the Philips Pronto & ProntoPRO, Marantz RC5000, RC5200 & RC9200, Onkyo CHAD and Yamaha RAV-2000 file area. To return to the beginning click here.
	
	 Files > Pronto > Other > Utilities > Original Documentation > Details (Rate File)


	Add your rating for this Philips Pronto file!


			Please enter your Remote Central user account information to vote:
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	User name:	
	Password:	 Get a password! 

	Your vote:	[image: ]Thumbs up!

[image: ]Average...
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Once you have voted for a file you may not vote for that same file again. Remember that your vote is applied to all segments of a file. So, even if you may have only evaluated a single element, your rating should reflect the file as a whole. Below you will see all aspects of this file as entered in our database.
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	The file you are rating is as follows:
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	Philips Pronto User Manual (Dutch)
Designed for:

Philips Pronto TS-1000

	Philips' original documentation for the Philips Pronto RU890 remote control, in Adobe Acrobat .PDF format.
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	Return to the file area.








Share with the remote control community
by uploading a file to Remote Central!
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